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Al~traet. In this note we present a procedure to rewrite a given Chomsky normal form grammar 
in Greibach normal form (GNF). This procedure yields the same grammar as the well-known 
procedure of Rosenkrantz, but is based on pure derivation-oriented r asoning and not on systems 
of equations. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with notions and elementary facts of context-free 
grammars, derivations and normal forms, fas can be found in [2]. 
Let G = (O, ,Y, P, Am) be a context-free grammar (where • = {Am,..., A.} is the 
alphabet of nonterminals, ,Y is the alphab~et of terminals, P is the set of rules and 
Am ~ • is the start symbol.) We assume G ¢o be in Chomsky normal form, i.e., each 
rule in P is of the form At --> A.,Ak or A~--> a, v)here A~ Aj, Ak e ~, a e Z. (The following 
construction can easily be extended to grammars with rules A + a, where a ~ ~+ u 
2.) 
Consider a rightmost derivation A~:=~* w from some nonterminal A, to some 
terminal word w ~ ,Y+ (by our assumption, the empty word e cannot be derived 
from any nonterminal). The first symbol of w must have been obtained in the last 
step of this derivation, thus the derivation can be rewritten as 
A~*Ajx~Rax= w, where Aj--> a~ P 
Therefore, we obtain the following fact. 
Fact 1. Ai==~*w~X* iff w = ax, A&=~* Ay~, Aj--> a ~ P for some j. 
Let O '= {B011 <~/,j <~ n} an alphabet of (new) nonterminals and suppose that/'2 
is a set of rules involving only nonterminals in O' such that, for all Bji ~ O', x e ?* ,  
Bj ,~*x  iff Ai~*As~. 
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Then, from Fact 1, it immediately follows that P2 together with the set P1 = 
{As-> aBj~IAj-> a ~ P} allow to derive from As exactly those words which can be 
derived from As in G. We now show, how/'2 can be constructed. 
For this purpose consider a rightmost derivation As:=~*Ayx, x e Z*. Then, either 
x = e and i = j  must hold, and therefore P2 should allow to derive e from all B~ 
(which will be ensured by simply including rules B, -* e in P2), or x e .Y+ and the 
first symbol of x must have been obtained in the last step of this derivation: 
As:=)~*R AjAkZ=:) R Ajaz = Ajx, where Ak-> a ~ P. 
Since in the above derivation at least once a leading nonterminal must have been 
replaced by two nonterminals, we can exhibit the last step in which such a replace- 
ment occurred: 
Ai =g~* AIv ~R AjAmV =#* A.~AkUV ==#R Ajauv = A~x, 
where Ak "-> a ~ P, Al -~ AjAm E P. 
Therefore, we obtain the following fact. 
Fact 2. As==#* Ajx, x ~ ,~,*, iff either x = e and i = j  or x = auv, A id*A i r ,  Am=~* Ak u, 
Ak "> a ~ P, A1 -* A'rAm E P for some k, l, m. 
From Fact 2 it immediately follows that P2 can be defined by 
P2 = {B,, -~ ell <~ i<~ n}u {Bji -> aBkmBli[Ak -> a E P, At"> A r4m ~ P}. 
By eliminating the e-rules in P2 we obtain a GNF grammar G'= 
(~u ~', Z, P', Al), where 
P'= {A~ -* alAi-> a ~ P} 
. aB ,lAj-  a ~ P} 
u {Bj,-> alAk --> a, Ai -* AAk  e P} 
. {Bji aBel -. a. A,-* A,A. P} 
u { aBzil Ak -* a. At-* A. 4k ~ P} 
u { Bji -> aBk~Bli[Ak "> a, A!-'> AjAm ~ P}, 
which is equivalent to G. 
In order to compare the outcome G' of our procedure with the outcome G" of 
the procedure of Rose .nkrantz [1], we apply the latter to G: First, we write the rules 
of P as a system of equations 
A=AN+ Q, 
where A = (A1, . . . ,  A,), Q is the row vector whose ith component is Qs = ~A,-.o~P a
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and N is the n x n-matrix whose i, jth component is 
N#= Z A,,,, 
Aj~ A~Am ~ P 
Let B denote the n × n-matrix of nonterminals Bo. 
Now each nonterminal Am of N is replaced by the mth component of QB+ Q 
yielding an n × n-matrix M whose j, ith component is 
Mj, = E a 4r E aBkm. 
Ak'-~aEP, Ai--~AjAkEP Ak-*aeP, Ai--*AjAmEP 
/'hen, a GNF grammar G" equivalent to G can be written as the system of equations 
A=QB+Q,  B=MB+M.  
Since the ith component of QB + Q is 
Z a+ E abel, 
A i--~ a 6 P Aj--~ a 
the Ai-rules of G" agree with those of G'. 
Furthermore the j, ith component of MB + M is 
E a + E aBkm + E aB,, 
Ak~a~P,  A i~A jAkEP  Ak~aEP,  A i~A jAm~P Ak~a~P, AI"~AIAmEP 
+ Z aBk~Bt,. 
Ak-~ a E P, AI~ AjAm E P 
I'hus, also the Bj~-rules of G" agree with those of G', i.e., G' and G" are identical, 
and the nonterminals B~i newly introduced by the procedure of Rosenkrantz have 
the intuitive meaning to derive all terminal words x for which there is a derivation 
A~*A~x in the original grammar G. 
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